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LMC General Construction Inc.: Restoring Elegance to Buildings Without
Insurance Hassle
By: Get News

July 26, 2021 at 11:54 AM EDT

Established in 1985 in Virginia,LMC General Construction Inc. is a family-owned and operated Forensic General Construction Company,
specializing in buildings damaged by natural elements, including wind and hail. Currently operating in Virginia, North and South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida and Ohio, LMC is GAF Steep Slope & Low Slope Certified, Mule-Hide Manufacturing Certified, a member of NRCA,
member of the American Policyholders Association, and one of the only two McElroy Metals Certified Contractors in the State of Virginia.
With an almost four decades-long reputation for negotiating large loss insurance claims and quality of work, LMC is acknowledged as
one of the foremost significant insurance loss commercial contractors in the nation and has handled significant losses for some of the
largest corporations in the world, saving its clients hundreds of millions of dollars in storm related damages. As a matter of fact, LMC is
the only contractor worldwide to be featured on the most significant roofing materials manufacturer in the world’s (GAF) “How To Choose
A Roofing Contractor Video”.
Dedicated to serving its clients with the very best, LMC’s officials are from a collective of some of the most elite entities in the commercial
insurance restoration industry. Most of the company’s corporate officers are former insurance adjusters with an intricate knowledge of the
procedures and requirements of the insurance carrier. Through well-oriented diplomacy and transparency, LMC has strong relationships
with the most well-known and respected engineering firms, public adjusters, water remediation companies, claims management
companies, and is legally represented by the top insurance claims attorneys in the country: Gauthier Murphy & Houghtaling LLC.
The brilliant visionary at the helm of the construction company, founder and President Jason Elmer (Pictured Right), is certified by HAAG
Engineering—the world’s foremost authority on wind and hail damage for steep slope roofs and wind damage that causes structural
damage to buildings. Elmer has been featured in Forbes Magazine and was most recently named “One of the HardestWorking CEOs of
2021” by NY Weekly Magazine. Vice President of LMC, Joe Edwards (Pictured Left), is also HAAG Engineering steep slope roof certified,
HAAG Engineering Commercial Roof Certified, a former insurance adjuster, and a former Special Forces Operator for the United States
Air Force.
Unlike most insurance restoration companies that specialize in residential claims within the average size of $20,000 to $30,000 and lack
the experience, expertise, financial strength required to bring a large loss claim of more than $250,000 to a conclusion, LMC’s intricate
knowledge of the enormous loss commercial and industrial claims process sets it far ahead of the competition with a record of handling
large loss claims from $100,000 to $17,000,000.
With adequate knowledge and experience to boot, LMC operates by examining individual properties using the same guidelines and
techniques as the insurance carriers. “We use the same storm tracking software and insurance claims estimating software that 95% of the
world’s Insurance carriers utilize,” the company’s spokesperson shared. “Once we perform an onsite damage inspection, and should the
structure qualify for full replacement, LMC works on a 100% contingency basis, covering any in all fees for engineers and claims

management professionals.”
LMC General Construction Inc. is rapidly expanding its presence in the Mid Atlantic region of the United States and Ohio. The company
also envisions the rapid growth of its new divisions LMC.
To learn more about LMC General Construction Inc, visit the company’s website.
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